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I . INTRODUCTION 

Investigation of the hydrodynamical equations is often rela
ted to tedious analytical manipulations. Equqtions, which des
cribe propagation of nonlinear dispersive waves 111 ,in particular, 
is the problem of this type. One of interesting aspects of this 
problem was connected with investigation of nonlinear water 
gravity waves 121 • In many cases of application, perturbation 
methods are very useful to solve the problem. The powerful in
strument of exploration problem of this type are Computer Algeb
ra Systems (CAS)13~ in particular,universal CAS-system REDUCE-2'~ 
As an example of application of CAS-system REDUCE-2 for 
investigation of the hydrodynamical equations by perturbation 
method one can remark the important paper 151 • In the case of 
ideal (nonviscous) fluid, the equation of motion, kinematical 
and dynamical boundary conditions have the following form 161 : 

acz, 
az 

az acz, az 
-+-

ax ax at 

0 

-H ~ z.:;; Z(x,t) (I) 

(2) 

z = Z(x, t) 

(3) 

z =- H, (L.' 

where ~- velocity potential, Z- wave profile, H- w~ter depth. 

2. METHOD 

One of the methods to solve (1)-(4) problem, when water 
depth is much higher than characteristic wavelength, was propo
sed by Stokes 171 • Basic idea consists in expansion of wave 
characteristics about the mean wave depth Z (x, t) = 0. Conver-
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...... -----------------------------------
gence of expansions of this type in the case of stationary wave 
motion was proved in the classical paper of Levi-Civita

181
• Let 

us now take the solution as an expansion inan asymptotic series 
in small parameter l (wave stepness) 1

61
: 

If> = 1f>(O) + llf>(l) + l21f>(2) + l 31f>(3) + ... , 

z = z<0> +lz< o+ l 2z<2>+ lsz<3> + ... . 

(5) 

(6) 

We obtain the explicit form of the terms of series (5), (6) by 
using CAS-system REDUCE-2. Substituting asymptotic series (5), 
(6), after constructing Taylor expansion of functions <l>(i\x, z, t) 
near z = 0 in (1)-(4), we obtain the set of equations at dif
ferent orders of small parameter l. At the first order we find 
well-known solution 161, where the wave profile and velocity po-
tential have the following form: 

zO> =A cos(kx-w
0
t), 

<1>(1) = A --w~chk(z +H) sin(kx- w 0 t), 
k sh(kH) 

(7) 

(8) 

where w 
0

- wave frequency, k - wave number, which are related by 
linear dispersion relation w~ = gkth(kH); A -wave amplitude, 
g - acceleration due to grav1ty. 

In the second order boundary conditions have the following 

form: 

(2} iJ<1>(2} (1) ()2<1>(1} 1 ~(1} 2 ~(1} 2 
gZ + -.- =-Z (-.-.~) --[(--) + (-) ], 

ilt at az 0 2 iJx ilz 
(9) 

az<2) - a<l> (2) = z (1) ( a.2<1> (1) ) az(1) iJ<I>(l} - --.-- (--.--) 0 ' 

at az az 2 ° ax ax 

Solutions of (9), (10) are 

z<2> = .J.. A 2 _!..__ ( 1 + .2_ ___ l_ __ ) cos (2kx - 2wt), 
2 th (kH) 2 sh2 (kH) 

(I I) 

<1>(2) = ~A2 ~---ch2k(z t- H) sin(2kx- 2wt). 
8 k sh4(kH) 

(12) 

2 

At the third order in small parameter boundary conditions con
contain seventeen terms 

(~<1> <a2<t><1> o> a<t><1> a<t><2> t14><1> 02<1><1> <1> ~<1> a<t><2> 
- --)

0 
--~ Z - (--) (-) -(-) (--)Z -(-) (--) , 

ax axaz ax 0 ax 0 az 0 az2 az 0 iJz 0 

(13) 

<1> iJz 0 > iJP,J,O> ilz< 1> a<t><2> az<
2
> a<t><

1
> - z --(--) ---(--) _____ 1,-) 

(Jx iJzox 0 ax iJx 0 ax ax 
0 

( 14) 

To avoid secular terms we expand wave frequency w 1n the fol-
, ............ ..: ..... ...... .., ..... .,.. .; ..... ("' . 
...... ................ b ......... - __ ...... 

2 2 2 3 
w = w 

0 
(k) + A w (k) , 

(IS) 

i.e. in the third order we obtain well-known Stokes' nonlinear 
dispersion relation /6/: 

w2 ~ gkth(kH) ll + (-~~~':1_:1) -10th2(kH) + 9_) k2A2 I. 

8th 4(kH) 

In deep water limit (kH .... o) 
161 

we have: 

(16) 

(17) 

Explicit expression of wave characteristics in case of arbitra
ry depth are cumbersome. That is the reason to write wave 
profile in case of deep water limit

1
9

1
: 

( 18) 

The higher order expansions are obtained by analogical method. 
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3. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTING ALGORITHM 

The method described in previous section is realized by using 
CAS-system REDUCE-2 141 (version 1979). The programme contains 
four modules. Every one may work independently. 

In the first module we generate series (5), (6) and construct 
Taylor's expansion of functions cf>(i) (x, z, t) in (S) near z = 0. 
Further we substitute this expansions in boundary equations 
(2), (3). As a consequence we generate the perturbation scheme, 
i.e. general form of equation for coefficients of expansions 
(5), (6) down to the fourth order in small parameter £, The 
results of the programme, in particular, are equations (9), (10) 
in the second order and equations (13), (14) in the third order. 

Further, using separate block of Fourie analysis, we compute 
right-hand side of equations (9), (10) with the help of explicit 
expressions of wave characteristics (7), (8). 

Let us take the solution of (9), (10) in the form 161 

Z (2) = J.l
2 

A 2 cos (2kx - 2wt) , 

cf> (
2

) = v
2 

A 2 ch 2k (z + H) sin (2kx- 2wt) , 

where J.t2 , v 2 - unknown coefficients. After computing these 
coefficients we find the wave characteristics in second order 
(II), (12). In module 2 we compute time derivative ofright-hand 
side of equation (13), after that using equation (14) we obtain 
second order equation for function cf>(S) (x, z,t) I z=O in the 
third order of small parameter. Further, we find relation, using 
ct><3> (x, z, t) in the same function as in first order. This rela
tion is the so-called nonlinear Stokes' dispersion relation 
(16), in the case of deep water limit-(17). 

In module 3, using Fourie analysis block we computer right
hand sides of equations (13), (14). Further, we constr1,1ct solu
tions of these equations, i.e. wave characteristics in the 
third order using the following functional form: 

z(S) = J.l~A3 cos(kx- wt) + J.l; A3 cos(3kx- 3wt), 

ct><3> = v3A3 chk(z +H) sin(kx-wt) + v3'A3 ch3k(z +H) sin(3kx- 3wt), 

where J.l~ , J.l ~, v ~ , v; are unknown parameters, which we cc:npute. 

The module 4 works in the same manner as the third one. 
The output results of the module are wave characteristics in 
the fourth order. 

The computing was held in JINR, using ES-1060 computer and 
the programme run takes about ten minutes CP time. 
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repAT B.n., KocTOB H.A., Waa4Ka A.6. 
HccneAOBaHHe HenHHeHHWX BOnH Ha BOAe C HCnOnb30BaHHeM CHCTeMW 
aHanHTH4eCKHX BW4HcneHHH REDUCE-2 

Ell-83-750 

HccneAyeTCA pacnpocTpaHeHHe HenHHeHHWX rpaBHTa~HOHHWX sonH Ha BOAe. CH
cTeMa rHAPOAHHaMH4eCKHX ypaaHeHHH pewaeTCA MeTOAOM TeOpHH B03My~eHHH . Pa3-
pa6oTaH anropHTM H C03AaHa nporpaMMa Ha A3WKe CHCTeMW aHanHTH4eCKHX BW4HCne
HHH REDUCE-2, KOTopaA no3aonAeT aw4HCnATb aonHoawe xapaKTepHCTHKH annoTb 
AO 4eTaepToro nOPAAKa. 

Pa6oTa BWnonHeHa 8 na6opaTOPHH BW4HCnHTenbHOH TeXHHKH H aBTOMaTH3a~HH 
OHRH. 

Gerdt V.P., Kostov N.A .• Shvachka A.B. Ell-83-750 
Investigation of Nonlinear Water Waves Using Computer Algebra System 
REDUCE-2 

In present work we study nonlinear water gravity waves. Using standard 
perturbation scheme, realized by Computer Algebra System REDUCE-2. we 
solve the system of hydrodynamical equations. The result of the programme is 
wave characteristics down to the fourt~ order in small parameter. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Computing 
Techniques and Automation. JINR. 
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